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Abstract
Wakefulness, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, and non–rapid eye move-
ment (NREM) sleep are characterized by distinct electroencephalogram
(EEG), electromyogram (EMG), and autonomic profiles. The circuit mech-
anism coordinating these changes during sleep-wake transitions remains
poorly understood. The past few years have witnessed rapid progress in the
identification of REM and NREM sleep neurons, which constitute highly
distributed networks spanning the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain. Here
we propose an arousal-action circuit for sleep-wake control in which wake-
fulness is supported by separate arousal and action neurons, while REM and
NREM sleep neurons are part of the central somatic and autonomic motor
circuits.This model is well supported by the currently known sleep and wake
neurons. It can also account for the EEG, EMG, and autonomic profiles of
wake, REM, and NREM states and several key features of their transitions.
The intimate association between the sleep and autonomic/somatic motor
control circuits suggests that a primary function of sleep is to suppress motor
activity.
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INTRODUCTION
Sleep is a behavioral state observed in all animals, even those without a centralized nervous system
(Nath et al. 2017). In invertebrates and fish, sleep is identified by prolonged behavioral immobility
together with an increased arousal threshold (Barlow & Rihel 2017, Hendricks et al. 2000, Raizen
et al. 2008, Shaw et al. 2000) (Figure 1a). For mammalian animal models, sleep is confirmed by
electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings of brain activity in addition to electromyogram (EMG)
measures of skeletal muscle activity (Figure 1b). In human sleep studies, polysomnography typi-
cally includes measures of autonomic activity in addition to EEG and EMG (Figure 1c). Indeed,
sleep and wake states are associated with different cardiovascular, breathing, and body temperature
profiles ( Jones 2009).
Mammals, birds, and reptiles have distinct rapid eye movement (REM) and non–rapid eye
movement (NREM) sleep (Aserinsky & Kleitman 1953, Shein-Idelson et al. 2016). Although both
types of sleep are associated with behavioral immobility, they exhibit distinct EEG and autonomic
activity patterns (de Zambotti et al. 2018, Jafari 2017, Jones 2009, Silvani & Dampney 2013). Un-
like NREM sleep, which is characterized by synchronized EEG and reduced autonomic activity,
REM sleep exhibits wake-like desynchronized EEG and complex autonomic profiles. The com-
plete skeletal muscle paralysis measured by EMG allows for the unambiguous distinction of REM
sleep from wakefulness.
To understand the brain mechanism controlling sleep and wakefulness, an important step is
to identify the neurons promoting each state. More than half a century after the discovery of the
ascending activating system (Moruzzi &Magoun 1949), we now know that multiple monoaminer-
gic, cholinergic, and peptidergic systems promote wakefulness (Brown et al. 2012,Saper et al. 2010,
Scammell et al. 2017) (Figure 2a).However, the neural circuits promoting REMandNREM sleep
are much less well understood. Over the past few years, rapid progress has been made to identify
REM andNREM sleep neurons at the level of genetically defined cell types. It is now increasingly
clear that sleep is controlled by large distributed networks spanning multiple brain regions, many
of which are closely associated with somatomotor and autonomic regulation. Here we review the
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Figure 1
Sleep recordings in various animal models and humans. (a) In nonmammalian animals such as jellyfish, Caenorhabditis elegans,Drosophila,
and zebrafish, locomotor assay is used to measure sleep. (b) Examples of mouse EEG and EMG recordings during wakefulness and
NREM and REM sleep. (c) Example polysomnography recordings from a healthy human subject during wakefulness and NREM
(stage 3) and phasic REM sleep. Several other recordings typically included in polysomnography (e.g., electrooculography) are not
shown. Data for panel c from the ISRUC-SLEEP data set (Khalighi et al. 2016). Abbreviations: ECG, electrocardiography; EEG,
electroencephalogram; EMG, electromyogram; NREM, non–rapid eye movement; REM, rapid eye movement.
currently known REM and NREM sleep neurons, with a special focus on the recently identified
populations.We then propose an arousal-action model in which the sleep control mechanism in-
filtrates the central autonomic and somatomotor control networks to coordinate the EEG, EMG,
and autonomic changes associated with the global state of sleep.
CIRCUITS CONTROLLING NREM SLEEP
Hypothalamus
Following the seminal studies by Von Economo (1930) andNauta (1946), the preoptic area (POA)
of the hypothalamus has long been considered an important sleep center. Lesion and pharmaco-
logical inactivation of the POA can cause severe insomnia (Lin et al. 1989, Lu et al. 2000,McGinty
& Sterman 1968, Sallanon et al. 1989), and c-Fos immunohistochemistry revealed sleep-active
GABAergic neurons in the region (Gong et al. 2004, Sherin et al. 1996). However, both single-
unit recordings and c-Fos immunohistochemistry indicate that the sleep-active neurons are spa-
tially intermingled with wake-active neurons in the POA (Modirrousta et al. 2004, Szymusiak et al.
1998, Takahashi et al. 2009), making it difficult to target the sleep neurons specifically for circuit
analysis.
A recent study used a c-Fos-based viral strategy to tag sleep-active neurons in the POA (Zhang
et al. 2015). Subsequent chemogenetic activation of the tagged neurons induced a strong increase
in NREM sleep, demonstrating their causal role in sleep generation. Using a similar strategy, the
same research group showed that genetically tagged warm-sensing neurons in the medial and
www.annualreviews.org • Arousal-Action Circuit 29
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Figure 2 (Figure appears on preceding page)
Summary of wakefulness-, NREM sleep–, and REM sleep–promoting neurons. (a) Wakefulness-promoting
neurons with lines indicating their projections. The extensive projections of orexin neurons to other
wakefulness-promoting neurons and among themselves (red lines), wakefulness/REM-active neurons (light
gray circles), and wakefulness-active neurons (dark gray circles) are shown. Neuronal types include 5HT, ACh,
DA, GABAergic PV, Glut, His, NA, and Orx. Brain regions include the BF, DRN, LC, LDT, LH, midline
thalamus, PB, PPT, TMN, and VTA. (b) NREM sleep–promoting neurons (yellow circles) and neurons
promoting both REM and NREM sleep (yellow/blue circles). Neuronal types include GABA; A2AR, CCK,
CRH, GABAergic SOM, Glut, Lhx6, MCH, PDYN, and TAC1; and glutamatergic NTS. Brain regions
include the BF, GPe, GPi, LH, NST, POA, PT, PZ, RMTg, SNr, STN, striatum, vlPAG, and ZI. (c) REM
sleep–promoting neurons (blue circles). Neuronal types include the ACh, GABA, GABAergic Gal, and Glut,
and brain regions include the DMH, DPGi, LDT, LPGi, POA, PPT, RPa, and SLD. Abbreviations: 5HT,
serotonergic; A2AR, adenosine 2A receptor-expressing; ACh, cholinergic; BF, basal forebrain; CCK,
cholecystokinin-expressing; CRH, corticotropin releasing hormone-expressing; DA, dopaminergic; DMH,
dorsomedial hypothalamic nucleus; DPGi, dorsal paragigantocellular nucleus; DRN, dorsal raphe nucleus;
GABA, GABAergic; Gal, galanin-expressing; Glut, glutamatergic; GPe, external globus pallidus; GPi,
internal globus pallidus; His, histaminergic; LC, locus coeruleus; LDT, laterodorsal tegmental nucleus; LH,
lateral hypothalamus; Lhx6, LIM homeodomain factor-expressing; LPGi, lateral paragigantocellular
nucleus; MCH, melanin-concentrating hormone-expressing; NA, noradrenergic; NREM, non–rapid eye
movement; NST, nucleus of solitary tract; NTS, neurotensin-expressing; Orx; orexinergic; PB, parabrachial
nucleus; PDYN, prodynorphin-expressing; POA, preoptic area; PPT, pedunculopontine nucleus; PT,
pontine tegmentum; PV, parvalbumin-expressing; PZ, parafacial zone; REM, rapid eye movement; RMTg,
rostromedial tegmental nucleus; RPa, raphe pallidus area SLD, sublateral dorsal nucleus; SNr, substantia
nigra pars reticulata; SOM, somatostatin-expressing; STN, subthalamic nucleus; TAC1, tachykinin
1-expressing; TMN, tuberomammillary nucleus; vlPAG, ventrolateral periaqueductal gray; VTA, ventral
tegmental area; ZI, zona incerta.
median POA also promote NREM sleep (Harding et al. 2018) (Figure 2b). As sleep onset is
known to be correlated with core body cooling and facilitated by skin warming (Krauchi et al.
1999, Morairty et al. 1993, Van Someren 2006), these POA neurons provide a mechanistic link
between sleep and temperature regulation.
Based on the observation that sleep-active neurons labeled by c-Fos staining project strongly to
the histaminergic tuberomammillary nucleus (TMN) (Sherin et al. 1998, Steininger et al. 2001),
and that this projection plays an important role in sleep generation (Sallanon et al. 1989), the
POA to TMN projection was used as an anatomical feature to single out POA sleep neurons
(Chung et al. 2017). The TMN-projecting POA GABAergic neurons were tagged with a ret-
rograde lentivirus (Cetin & Callaway 2014), and optrode recording and bidirectional optoge-
netic manipulations showed that these neurons are both sleep active and sleep promoting. Gene
profiling revealed several neuropeptide markers selectively enriched in these neurons, including
cholecystokinin (CCK), corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH), tachykinin 1 (TAC1), and pro-
dynorphin (PDYN). Optogenetic and chemogenetic manipulations in corresponding Cre mice
confirmed that the POA neurons labeled by each marker promote sleep (Figure 2b). The basal
forebrain, a region adjacent to the POA, is also involved in sleep-wake regulation (Buzsaki et al.
1988, McGinty & Sterman 1968), and it contains spatially intermingled sleep- and wake-active
neurons (Hassani et al. 2009a, Szymusiak & McGinty 1989, Takahashi et al. 2009). Optogenetic
activation of somatostatin (SOM)-expressing GABAergic neurons was found to promote NREM
sleep, and a subset of SOM neurons are NREM sleep active (Xu et al. 2015).Given the diversity of
Cre-dependent viral tools for activity manipulation, imaging, and circuit tracing (Deisseroth 2011,
Oh et al. 2014, Osakada & Callaway 2013, Sternson & Roth 2014, Tian et al. 2012), the identi-
fication of sleep neurons at the level of genetically defined cell types can greatly facilitate future
studies of the sleep control network. Furthermore, the various neuropeptides selectively enriched
in the POA sleep neurons play important roles in autonomic regulation (Beaulieu & Lambert
www.annualreviews.org • Arousal-Action Circuit 31
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1998). Their presence in sleep-promoting neurons could strengthen the coupling between sleep
and autonomic regulation.
In addition to the POA, sleep neurons have been found in other regions of the hypothalamus.
Optogenetic or chemogenetic activation of GABAergic neurons in the lateral hypothalamus ex-
pressing melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) promotes both REM and NREM sleep ( Jego
et al. 2013, Konadhode et al. 2013, Tsunematsu et al. 2014) (Figure 2b). A separate GABAergic
population in the nearby zona incerta (ZI), which expresses the LIM homeodomain factor Lhx6, is
activated by sleep pressure, and its chemogenetic activation promotes REM andNREM sleep (Liu
et al. 2017). In the dorsomedial hypothalamic nucleus (DMH), the subset of galanin-expressing
GABAergic neurons that projects to the POA is preferentially active during NREM sleep, and its
optogenetic activation promotes NREM sleep while suppressing REM sleep (Chen et al. 2018).
Basal Ganglia
The basal ganglia, consisting of multiple structures in the forebrain and midbrain, has been stud-
ied extensively with regard to motor control (Gerfen & Surmeier 2011). Lesion experiments
showed that several components of the basal ganglia are also involved in sleep-wake regulation
(Gerashchenko et al. 2006, Lai et al. 1999, Qiu et al. 2010). In the nucleus accumbens, part of
the ventral striatum critical for reinforcement and reward, activation of adenosine A2A receptor–
expressing GABAergic neurons promotes NREM sleep (Oishi et al. 2017). A similar effect was
shown for A2A receptor neurons in regions of the dorsal striatum (Yuan et al. 2017) (Figure 2b).
Notably, these striatal neurons are part of the basal ganglia indirect pathway, with well-studied
functions in motor suppression (Gerfen & Surmeier 2011, Kravitz et al. 2010).
In the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr), bidirectional optogenetic and chemogenetic ma-
nipulations demonstrated the powerful role of GABAergic neurons in promoting both REM
and NREM sleep (Liu et al. 2018) (Figure 2b). Analysis of natural home cage behavior showed
that mice transition sequentially through several behavioral states (locomotion, nonlocomotor
movement, quiet wakefulness, and sleep), and activation/inactivation of SNr neurons promotes/
suppresses sleep by biasing the direction of progression through the natural behavioral sequence.
The sleep-promoting effect of SNr GABAergic neurons is likely mediated in part by their inhi-
bition of multiple wake-promoting monoaminergic populations, including midbrain dopaminer-
gic neurons. Both the direct chemogenetic inactivation of dopaminergic neurons in the ventral
tegmental area (VTA) (Eban-Rothschild et al. 2016) and the inhibition of VTA neurons induced
by activating GABAergic neurons in the rostromedial tegmental nucleus (Yang et al. 2018) were
shown to increase sleep.Upstream of the SNr, a major source of glutamatergic input is the subtha-
lamic nucleus (STN). Optogenetic activation of neurotensin-expressing glutamatergic neurons in
the STN promotes NREM sleep as well. As the glutamatergic STN neurons and GABAergic SNr
neurons are key parts of the indirect pathway (Gerfen & Surmeier 2011, Kravitz et al. 2010), they
may play important roles in coordinating motor suppression and sleep generation, two tightly
coupled behavioral processes (Campbell & Tobler 1984).
Periaqueductal Gray
The periaqueductal gray (PAG), a prominent midbrain structure, is known to coordinate somatic
and autonomic responses to pain and threats (Behbehani 1995). It contains several functional
columns, each of which extend longitudinally along the rostrocaudal axis. Activation of dorsal and
lateral columns can elicit fight-or-flight responses, but activating the ventrolateral periaqueductal
gray (vlPAG) evokes passive coping behaviors involving both somatic and autonomic changes
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such as immobility, hypotension, and bradycardia (Bandler & Keay 1996, Carrive 1993, Tovote
et al. 2016).
Previous lesion and pharmacological inactivation experiments showed that the vlPAG also plays
a powerful role in gating REM sleep (Kaur et al. 2009, Lu et al. 2006b, Sastre et al. 1996, Vanini
et al. 2007). Many GABAergic neurons in the vlPAG and the adjacent deep mesencephalic retic-
ular nucleus (DpMe) express c-Fos in REM-deprived rats (Sapin et al. 2009), and a recent study
using optrode recording confirmed that the majority of vlPAG GABAergic neurons are selec-
tively suppressed during REM sleep (Weber et al. 2018). Pharmacogenetic activation of the DpMe
GABAergic neurons or their glutamatergic input from the pontine tegmentum suppressed REM
sleep while enhancing NREM sleep (Hayashi et al. 2015) (Figure 2b). Optogenetic activation of
vlPAG GABAergic neurons, on the other hand, strongly increased NREM sleep at the expense of
both wakefulness and REM sleep (Weber et al. 2015, 2018). Rabies virus–mediated circuit tracing
showed that, in addition to the putative REM sleep–promoting glutamatergic neurons in the dor-
sal pontine tegmentum, vlPAG GABAergic neurons also innervate wake-promoting serotonergic
neurons in the dorsal raphe (DR) (Weissbourd et al. 2014) and noradrenergic neurons in the lo-
cus coeruleus (LC) (Weber et al. 2018). These observations suggest that a general function of the
vlPAG neurons is to promote NREM sleep rather than specifically suppressing REM sleep.
NREM sleep is known to be associated with behavioral quiescence (Campbell & Tobler
1984) and reduced blood pressure and heart rate (de Zambotti et al. 2018, Jafari 2017, Silvani &
Dampney 2013). These somatomotor and autonomic changes all occur in the same direction as
those during passive emotional coping (Bandler & Keay 1996, Carrive 1993, Tovote et al. 2016).
Thus, the vlPAG appears to be a point of convergence for the autonomic and somatomotor net-
works and participates in both passive emotional coping and NREM sleep generation.
Medullary NREM Zones
The parabrachial nucleus (PB) in the hindbrain, another node in the central autonomic network,
plays important roles in signaling pain and threats and promoting arousal (Campos et al. 2018,
Fuller et al. 2011, Han et al. 2015, Kaur et al. 2017). Retrograde tracing from the PB labeled
many GABAergic neurons in the parafacial zone (PZ) in the medulla that express c-Fos after
sleep (Anaclet et al. 2012). Chemogenetic activation of PZ GABAergic neurons causes a strong
increase in NREM sleep while suppressing both wakefulness and REM sleep (Anaclet et al. 2014),
whereas lesion of the PZ causes insomnia. A recent study showed that a subset of PZ neurons is
NREM-active (Alam et al. 2018).
Early transection, electrical stimulation, and pharmacological inactivation experiments showed
that neurons in the solitary tract nucleus, another key region of the central autonomic network, can
also enhance sleep and reduce the EEG desynchronization evoked by stimulating the ascending
reticular activating system (Batini et al. 1958, Magnes et al. 1960). Subsequent studies revealed
the existence of NREM sleep–active neurons in this region (Eguchi & Satoh 1980). In future
studies, it would be of great interest to clarify the relationship between the neurons involved in
sleep generation versus autonomic regulation.
CIRCUITS CONTROLLING REM SLEEP
Pontine Tegmentum
Transection studies pioneered by Jouvet (1962) indicate that REM sleep generation depends crit-
ically on the hindbrain. In particular, numerous lesion and pharmacological experiments have
indicated a key role of the pontine tegmentum (Amatruda et al. 1975, Boissard et al. 2002, George
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et al. 1964, Gnadt & Pegram 1986, Kohyama et al. 1998, Lu et al. 2006b), which contains a mix-
ture of cholinergic, noradrenergic, glutamatergic, and GABAergic neurons. Although cholinergic
neurons in the pedunculopontine tegmentum (PPT) and laterodorsal tegmentum (LDT) have
long been thought to be involved in REM sleep generation (Boucetta et al. 2014, Brown et al.
2012, Hobson et al. 1975, Van Dort et al. 2015), electrophysiological recording and c-Fos im-
munohistochemistry showed that many REM sleep–active cells are glutamatergic or GABAergic
(Boucetta et al. 2014, Clement et al. 2011, Lu et al. 2006b, Maloney et al. 2000) (Figure 2c). Ge-
netic disruption of glutamatergic transmission causes the reduction and fragmentation of REM
sleep (Krenzer et al. 2011), pointing to an important role of glutamatergic neurons in REM sleep
generation. Cell-type-specific calcium imaging in freely moving mice revealed the existence of
both wake- and REM sleep–active glutamatergic neurons, with the relative densities of these neu-
rons varying along themediolateral axis (Cox et al. 2016).An important challenge for future studies
is to identify molecular markers or anatomical features that can be used to separate the REM sleep
and wake neurons.
Medullary REM Zones
In addition to the pons, the lateral paragigantocellular nuclei (LPGi) and dorsal paragigantocellu-
lar nuclei in the medulla also contain c-Fos-labeled, REM sleep–active neurons (Sapin et al. 2009).
As the LPGi projects to the spinal cord, it is believed to play an important role in REM sleep ato-
nia (Magoun & Rhines 1946, Schenkel & Siegel 1989). A recent study showed that optogenetic
activation of LPGi GABAergic neurons reliably triggered the NREM to REM sleep transition
and prolonged REM sleep episode duration, and optrode recording showed that the neurons are
REM sleep active. As the activity of these neurons causes not only muscle atonia but also the EEG
activation characteristic of REM sleep, they constitute a core component of the REM generation
network (Figure 2c). Notably, activation of the LPGi inhibitory neurons was also shown to sup-
press locomotor activity (Capelli et al. 2017). Together with the dual role of SNr neurons in motor
suppression and sleep generation (see above), these findings suggest a common theme of shared
sleep and motor control neurons at multiple stages of the pathway.
In addition to the pons andmedulla, recent studies have shown that multiple groups of neurons
in the hypothalamus promote REM as well as NREM sleep. As summarized in Figure 2b, these
include MCH-expressing neurons in the lateral hypothalamus (Hassani et al. 2009b, Jego et al.
2013, Konadhode et al. 2013, Tsunematsu et al. 2014), Lhx6-expressing ZI neurons (Liu et al.
2017), andCCK- orCRH-expressing POAneurons (Chung et al. 2017). In theDMH,on the other
hand, the galanin-expressing neurons projecting to the raphe pallidus are preferentially active
during REM sleep, and their optogenetic activation promotes REM sleep at the expense ofNREM
sleep (Chen et al. 2018) (Figure 2c).
AROUSAL-ACTION CIRCUIT FOR SLEEP-WAKE CONTROL
As summarized above,we now know that sleep neurons are widely distributed acrossmultiple brain
regions, spanning the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain (Figure 2). Thus, almost a century after
the landmark study by Von Economo (Von Economo 1930), the notion of a single sleep center in
the anterior hypothalamus seems to have been overturned. However, these findings also raise an
important question: Are the newly discovered sleep neurons just a haphazard collection of cells
that happen to promote sleep, or is there logic governing the organization of a highly distributed
network?We believe that the known functions of these neurons, besides sleep regulation, provide
an important clue.
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First, sleep neurons have been found at multiple stages of the basal ganglia indirect pathway,
including the dorsal and ventral striatum (Oishi et al. 2017, Yuan et al. 2017), STN, and SNr (Liu
et al. 2018), all of which are involved in movement suppression (Gerfen & Surmeier 2011, Kravitz
et al. 2010). At the brainstem level, inhibitory neurons in the LPGi suppress locomotor activity
(Capelli et al. 2017) and promote REM sleep (Weber et al. 2015). Given that behavioral immo-
bility is a defining feature of sleep in animals ranging from jellyfish to worms and flies to humans
(Campbell & Tobler 1984, Hendricks et al. 2000, Nath et al. 2017, Raizen et al. 2008, Shaw et al.
2000), the existence of sleep neurons at multiple stages of the motor control pathway is unlikely to
be coincidental. Second, several brain areas containing sleep neurons—such as the hypothalamus,
vlPAG, and nucleus of the solitary tract—are closely involved in autonomic regulation (Llewellyn-
Smith & Verberne 2011). It is well known that wake-sleep transitions are accompanied by marked
changes in the heart rate, blood pressure, and body temperature (de Zambotti et al. 2018, Jafari
2017, Jones 2009, Silvani & Dampney 2013, Van Someren 2006), and the sleep neurons at key
nodes of the central autonomic network may coordinate the regulation of both brain states and
autonomic functions. In fact, besides brain activity measured by EEG, autonomic and somato-
motor activities provide the most reliable readout of sleep and wake states. From a circuit design
point of view, it seems to make perfect sense for the sleep control network to infiltrate both the
autonomic and somatomotor circuits to coordinate the changes in the brain and the rest of the
body to generate the global state of sleep.
Based on the simple observations above, we propose an arousal-action (AA) circuit for sleep-
wake control. Its most distinct features are that (a) the wake-promoting neurons are separated
into two categories, arousal and action neurons, with different brain state–dependent activity and
connectivity with REM and NREM sleep neurons, and (b) the REM and NREM sleep neurons
are part of the central somatic and autonomic motor circuits (Figure 3). Compared to previous
models focusing on pairwise brain state transitions, such as the predator-prey model for the REM-
NREM sleep transition (McCarley &Hobson 1975) and the flip-flopmodel for sleep-wake (Saper
et al. 2001) or REM-NREM sleep transition (Lu et al. 2006b), the AAmodel is designed to explain
all the transitions among wake and REM and NREM sleep states.
Basic Elements of the Arousal-Action Model
Below is a brief description of the basic elements of the model, consisting of neurons promoting
each of the three brain states.
Wake-promoting neurons.Wake-promoting neurons consist of two categories referred to
as the arousal and action neurons (Figure 3a). Firing of the arousal neurons promotes EEG
desynchronization, but it is insufficient to cause somatomotor/EMG activation. Action neurons,
in contrast, cause direct autonomic and somatomotor activation and EEG desynchronization.
These neuronal types are considered separately because EEG activation can be decoupled from
autonomic and somatomotor activation, as observed during REM sleep.
Although the action neurons are only active during wakefulness, the arousal neurons are active
during both wakefulness and REM sleep. The two types of neurons provide reciprocal excitation
(Figure 3a), which serves to coordinate EEG, autonomic, and somatomotor activation to meet
the various behavioral demands during wakefulness. As a result, although the arousal neurons are
wake/REM sleep active, experimental stimulation of these neurons promotes only wakefulness
and not REM sleep, because of their excitation of the action neurons that leads to EMG acti-
vation. In addition, we propose recurrent excitation within the action neuron population, which
enhances the stability of the wake state and its associated EMG activation. Biologically, this may
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Figure 3
The AA circuit for sleep-wake control. (a) Arousal neurons (wake/REM sleep–active; light gray) that cause EEG activation. Action
neurons (wake-active; dark gray) cause somatomotor, autonomic, and EEG activation. Lines indicate excitation connections between the
two populations and within the action neuron population. (b) Excitatory and inhibitory interactions among wake and NREM and REM
sleep neurons in the AA model. (c) Activity levels of different neuronal populations during each brain state (indicated by circle size).
Only connections in which the presynaptic neurons are active during the corresponding brain state are indicated. (d) Predicted
interactions between sleep neurons and SMS or autonomic nervous systems. The effect of REM neurons on the autonomic systems
appears complex and is thus represented by dashed lines. Abbreviations: AA, arousal-action; EEG, electroencephalogram; EMG,
electromyogram; NREM, non–rapid eye movement; PSNS, parasympathetic nervous system; REM, rapid eye movement; SMS,
somatomotor; SNS, sympathetic nervous system.
involve orexin/hypocretin neurons (Li et al. 2002, Yamanaka et al. 2010), the loss of which causes
weakening of the recurrent excitation and thus a destabilization of somatomotor activation, giving
rise to narcolepsy and cataplexy (Broughton et al. 1986, Saper et al. 2010).
NREM sleep–promoting neurons.Neurons that promoteNREM sleep (Figure 3b) areNREM
active, and they inhibit both arousal and action neurons, leading to reduced EEG, autonomic, and
somatomotor activation. The NREM neurons may receive inhibitory inputs from both wake- and
REM sleep–promoting neurons to ensure rapid and complete transitions between brain states,
as proposed in the flip-flop circuit (Lu et al. 2006a, Saper et al. 2001). Although, for the sake of
simplicity, we only indicate inhibition from action neurons in Figure 3b, inhibition from arousal
neurons should not be excluded.
REM sleep–promoting neurons. REM sleep–promoting neurons (Figure 3b) are REM active.
Although they inhibit action neurons to generate REM atonia, they may excite arousal neurons
to cause EEG desynchronization. The REM neurons are likely to form reciprocal inhibition with
both NREM and action neurons to ensure rapid brain state transitions (Lu et al. 2006b, Weber
et al. 2015).
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Note that in this simple conceptualmodel, each category of neurons containsmultiple neuronal
populations releasing diverse neurotransmitters and modulators (see the section titled Neuronal
Instantiation of the Arousal-Action Model). The excitatory and inhibitory connections depicted
in Figure 3b could be direct/monosynaptic or indirect/polysynaptic.
Wake, NREM, and REM State Transitions
The AA model can explain several key features of brain state transitions, as outlined below. The
activity levels of the different neuronal categories during each brain state are summarized in
Figure 3c.
Lack of wakefulness → REM sleep transition.Direct transition from wakefulness to REM
sleep is rarely observed in healthy subjects and is an important diagnostic marker for narcolepsy.
According to the AA model, both arousal and action neurons are activated during wakefulness
(Figure 3c); the reciprocal excitation between them and among action neurons can effectively
sustain the activity of both categories, stabilizing the wakeful state.Unlike NREM neurons, which
simultaneously inhibit arousal and action neurons to trigger the wakefulness to NREM sleep tran-
sition, REM neurons inhibit action neurons but excite arousal neurons, which in turn excite action
neurons.Thus, even if REM neurons are transiently activated during wakefulness, their inhibitory
input to the action neurons cannot overcome the powerful excitation from both arousal and ac-
tion neurons, thus failing to cause the wakefulness to REM sleep transition. On the other hand,
weakening of the excitatory inputs to action neurons, especially the recurrent excitation among
themselves (e.g., due to the loss of orexin/hypocretin signaling), makes it easier for the REM neu-
rons to suppress the action neurons and trigger the wakefulness to REM sleep transition, as is
observed in narcolepsy (Chemelli et al. 1999, Lin et al. 1999).
Presence of the NREM → REM sleep transition.During NREM sleep, both arousal and
action neurons are inhibited by NREM neurons (Figure 3c). When REM neurons are acti-
vated (e.g., due to accumulated REM sleep pressure), they can excite arousal neurons while
maintaining the inactive state of action neurons. This is possible because, unlike during wake-
fulness, the recurrent excitation within the action neuron population is absent during NREM
sleep.
Likely REM→ wakefulness transition.During REM sleep, REM neurons excite arousal neu-
rons, which in turn excite action neurons (Figure 3c). To maintain REM sleep, the inhibition
of action neurons by REM neurons must be stronger than the excitation from arousal neurons.
Even a slight shift in this balance that causes a partial activation of action neurons can lead to a
rise of their recurrent excitation, triggering a positive feedback cascade that quickly overcomes
the inhibition by REM neurons. This could explain why in humans spontaneous awakening is
most likely to occur following REM sleep, and rodents typically wake up after REM sleep rather
than transitioning back into NREM sleep. In short, the high REM sleep to wakefulness transi-
tion probability is due to the existence of wake/REM sleep–active but wake-promoting arousal
neurons highlighted in the AA model.
Neuronal Instantiation of the Arousal-Action Model
For each cell category depicted in the conceptual model (Figure 3b), there are known neurons
exhibiting matching properties.
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Arousal neurons.Cholinergic, glutamatergic, and parvalbumin (PV)-expressing GABAergic
neurons in the basal forebrain are wake/REM sleep active, but their optogenetic activation pro-
motes only wakefulness (Xu et al. 2015). Although cholinergic neuron activation causes an imme-
diate cortical desynchronization, it has no effect on the speed of locomotion (Pinto et al. 2013),
fitting the description of arousal neurons (Figure 2a). Cholinergic neurons in the PPT and LDT
are also wake/REM sleep active (Boucetta et al. 2014, Datta & Siwek 2002), and their activation
causes cortical desynchronization without driving locomotion (Caggiano et al. 2018, Roseberry
et al. 2016). However, whether they are wakefulness or REM sleep promoting remains to be clari-
fied (Kroeger et al. 2017,VanDort et al. 2015). In addition, glutamatergic neurons inmidline thala-
mic nuclei show high activity during wakefulness and REM sleep, and their activation/inactivation
promotes/suppresses wakefulness (Gent et al. 2018, Glenn & Steriade 1982, Honjoh et al. 2018,
Matyas et al. 2018, Ren et al. 2018).
Action neurons.Monoaminergic neurons in the ascending activating system are known to be
wake active (Aston-Jones & Bloom 1981; Jacobs & Fornal 1991; Takahashi et al. 2006, 2010) and
wake promoting (Carter et al. 2010, Cho et al. 2017, Eban-Rothschild et al. 2016, Lu et al. 2006a,
Monti 2011,Yu et al. 2015). Some of them can also enhance the excitability of spinalmotor neurons
(Holstege & Kuypers 1987, White et al. 1991) and invigorate movement (da Silva et al. 2018),
fitting the description of action neurons (Figure 2a).Glutamatergic neurons in themesencephalic
locomotor region (which overlaps with the PPT) strongly promote wakefulness and locomotion
(Caggiano et al. 2018, Kroeger et al. 2017, Lee et al. 2014, Roseberry et al. 2016); a subset of them
are selectively wake active (Boucetta et al. 2014). Orexin/hypocretin neurons also fire selectively
during wakefulness, especially during active exploration (Lee et al. 2005,Mileykovskiy et al. 2005).
The recurrent excitation among them (Li et al. 2002, Yamanaka et al. 2010) and their excitatory
projections tomonoaminergic neurons (Inutsuka&Yamanaka 2013) are likely to play a crucial role
in the stabilization of wakefulness (Adamantidis et al. 2007). In addition, glutamatergic neurons
in the PB expressing calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) signal pain and threat (Campos
et al. 2018, Han et al. 2015), and their activation promotes wakefulness (Kaur et al. 2017). These
neurons, located at a key position of the central autonomic network, represent strong candidates
for action neurons.
NREM neurons. Activation of GABAergic neurons in the PZ (Anaclet et al. 2014) or SOM-
expressing GABAergic neurons in the basal forebrain (Xu et al. 2015) promotes NREM sleep;
a subset of the neurons in each population are NREM active (Alam et al. 2018) (Figure 2b).
GABAergic neurons in the vlPAG strongly promote NREM sleep by suppressing both wakeful-
ness and REM sleep, although their firing rates are higher during wakefulness than NREM sleep
(Weber et al. 2015, 2018). Galanin-expressing neurons in the DMH that project to the POA are
both NREM active and NREM promoting (Chen et al. 2018). Several other populations have
been shown to specifically promote NREM sleep, including the POA neurons activated by the α2
adrenergic receptor agonist dexmedetomidine (Zhang et al. 2015), TAC1- and PDYN-expressing
GABAergic neurons in the lateral POA (Chung et al. 2017), warm-sensing neurons in the median/
medial POA (Harding et al. 2018), a subset of glutamatergic neurons in the pontine tegmentum
(Hayashi et al. 2015), and adenosine A2A receptor-expressing neurons in the dorsal and ventral
striatum (Oishi et al. 2017,Yuan et al. 2017).However,whether these neurons are selectively active
during NREM sleep remains to be investigated.
REM neurons.GABAergic neurons in the LPGi are REM active and strongly REM promoting
(Weber et al. 2015) (Figure 2c). In the DMH, the galanin-expressing neurons projecting to the
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raphe pallidus are also REMactive andREMpromoting (Chen et al. 2018). In addition,REM sleep
can be induced by activating the dorsal pontine tegmentum of cats and rats (Amatruda et al. 1975,
Boissard et al. 2002, George et al. 1964, Gnadt & Pegram 1986) where a subset of glutamatergic
neurons are REMactive (Clement et al. 2011,Lu et al. 2006b).However, due to the close proximity
between REM sleep– and wake-active neurons in the mouse (Cox et al. 2016), selective targeting
of REM neurons remains challenging.
In addition to the neurons that specifically promote REM or NREM sleep, there are also
populations that promote both types of sleep. These include CCK and CRH neurons in the POA
(Chung et al. 2017), MCH neurons in the lateral hypothalamus ( Jego et al. 2013, Konadhode
et al. 2013, Tsunematsu et al. 2014), and GABAergic neurons in the ZI (Liu et al. 2017) and SNr
(Liu et al. 2018) (Figure 2b). However, it remains possible that within each population there are
distinct subsets of neurons that promote REM versus NREM sleep.
Connections among neuronal categories.The functional interactions in the AA model
(Figure 3b) are consistent with many experimentally established synaptic connections between
sleep and wake neurons. For example, action neurons are expected to be inhibited by both REM
and NREM sleep neurons. Indeed, orexin/hypocretin neurons are innervated by MCH neurons
in the lateral hypothalamus (Guan et al. 2002) and GABAergic neurons in the ZI (Liu et al. 2017).
Histaminergic neurons in the TMN are inhibited by the POA neurons promoting both REM
and NREM sleep (Chung et al. 2017), and LC noradrenergic, DR serotonergic, VTA dopamin-
ergic, and PPT glutamatergic neurons all receive GABAergic inputs from the SNr (Liu et al.
2018). In addition, both the GABAergic REM sleep neurons in the LPGi (Weber et al. 2015)
and NREM sleep neurons in the vlPAG (Weber et al. 2018) project to the LC (Aston-Jones et al.
1986, Sirieix et al. 2012) even though the two GABAergic populations play antagonistic roles in
REM/NREM sleep alternation. Glutamatergic neurons in the PB, which strongly promote wake-
fulness (Fuller et al. 2011, Kaur et al. 2017), receive projections fromNREM sleep–promoting PZ
GABAergic neurons (Anaclet et al. 2012, 2014). Another prediction of the AAmodel is that arousal
neurons should be inhibited by NREM sleep neurons. In the basal forebrain, cholinergic, gluta-
matergic, and PV-positive GABAergic neurons all receive local inhibition from SOM-expressing
GABAergic neurons, which promote NREM sleep (Xu et al. 2015).
Model-Guided Identification of New Sleep Neurons
In addition to conceptualizing the known wakefulness and REM and NREM sleep neurons and
their interactions, the AA model could also provide a blueprint for discovering new sleep neurons.
AsNREM sleep neurons are predicted to inhibit both arousal and action neurons (Figure 3b), one
can perform a whole-brain screening for candidate NREM sleep neurons using retrograde tracing
from the known arousal and action populations. Of course, each population of wake-promoting
neurons may receive inhibitory inputs from multiple sources, many of which may be unrelated
to sleep. However, neurons that broadly inhibit multiple arousal or action populations are strong
candidates for NREM sleep neurons. Similarly, inhibitory neurons that target action and NREM
sleep neurons are good candidates for REM sleep neurons. In principle, excitatory neurons that
innervate sleep neurons could also promote sleep.One can thus retrogradely trace from identified
sleep neurons to identify their excitatory inputs. Once the candidate sleep neurons are identified
anatomically, functional validation experiments should be performed to test whether they are sleep
active and sleep promoting using a variety of techniques (Weber & Dan 2016).
It is worth noting that, unlike the somatomotor system (SMS), autonomic activation is con-
trolled by the separate sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic nervous system
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(PSNS). The distinct sympathetic/parasympathetic activity profiles across different brain states
lead to specific predictions about circuit connectivity: NREM sleep neurons should suppress sym-
pathetic and/or promote parasympathetic activity, although REM sleep neurons may exert com-
plex influences on autonomic activity ( Jones 2009). Thus, in addition to the connections with the
well-known arousal and action neurons in the central nervous system, analyses of the interactions
with the SMS, SNS, and PSNS (Figure 3d) may provide an additional strategy for both the iden-
tification of new REM and NREM sleep neurons and verification/falsification of the AA model.
Strong coupling between brain functions and motor states of the animal has been demonstrated
in both flies and mammals (Lee et al. 2014, Maimon et al. 2010, McGinley et al. 2015, Niell &
Stryker 2010, Polack et al. 2013, Poulet & Petersen 2008, Vinck et al. 2015). The fact that many
sleep neurons are part of the somatic and autonomic motor circuits may help to ensure the cou-
pling across all behavioral states. It also suggests that a primary function of sleep is to facilitate
biological processes that require behavioral quiescence.
SUMMARY
Fueled by recent technical innovations that allow selective targeting of genetically defined cell
types for both observation and manipulation of their activity, studies in the past few years have
identified multiple REM and NREM sleep neuron populations. In contrast to the circadian
rhythm, which is controlled by a central master clock in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (Hastings
et al. 2018), the sleep control system may be organized by a different principle. We believe that
a fundamental reason for the highly distributed sleep control network is the need to coordinate
changes in autonomic and somatomotor activity with brain state switches. To generate the global
state of sleep, the control mechanism infiltrates major nodes of the central autonomic and so-
matomotor networks, resulting in a broad distribution of neurons promoting REM and NREM
sleep. The proposed AA model can incorporate a variety of experimentally characterized sleep-
and wakefulness-promoting neurons and explain key features of transitions between wakeful-
ness and REM and NREM sleep states. Network models based on limited sleep neuron popula-
tions were previously constructed to simulate brain state transitions (Behn et al. 2007, Phillips &
Robinson 2007, Phillips et al. 2010, Rempe et al. 2010, Tamakawa et al. 2006). In future studies,
it would be of great interest to implement the AA model with biophysically realistic wakefulness
and REM and NREM sleep neurons to test its explanatory power.
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